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LIMITS ON THE STRENGTH OF EUROPA’S ICY SHELL FROM TOPOGRAPHIC SPECTRA.
D. T. Sandwell, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA, 92093-0225, dsandwell@ucsd.edu

Introduction: Radio echo sounding on Europa
may provide estimates of the depth to the brittle-
ductile transition.  This information should be consis-
tent with the topography spectrum.  Here we derive an
upper bound on the amplitude and shape of the topog-
raphic spectrum that can be supported by the strength
of the lithosphere.  Topographic features that exceed
this upper bound must be supported by local compen-
sation.

Lithospheric Strength: Byerlee [1] showed that
the frictional resistance on a fault t  depends on the
fault normal stress sn and the coefficient of friction
and is largely independent of material properties. Sup-
pose that the brittle layer of ice has closed fractures
oriented in all directions and a differential stress

† 

Ds = s1 -s 3( ) is applied.  Frictional sliding will oc-

cur on optimally-oriented fractures when the resolved
shear stress exceeds the Byerlee criteria.  The magni-
tude of this differential stress is called the yield
strength [2] and it is primarily a function of the over-
burden pressure as follows:

† 

Ds = -3rgz   (horizontal compression)      
Ds = 0.7rgz  (horizontal extension)

For lack of additional information about the ductile
layer, we’ll assume it has a linear decrease in strength
with depth and zero strength is achieved at twice the
depth of the brittle ductile transition  (Figure 1).  One
can now calculate the maximum bending moment that
can be maintained by the lithosphere before it fails Ms.
The saturation bending moment is the integral of the
yield strength over depth times the distance to the brit-
tle/ductile transition

† 

Ms = Ds(z)(z - zb )dz
0

2zb

Ú = 0.6rgzb
3

where r is the density (1000 kg m-3) and g is the accel-
eration of gravity (1.3 m s-2).  The saturation bending
moment increases as the cube of the depth to the brit-
tle/ductile transition.

Topographic Moment: This estimate of saturation
bending moment provides an upper bound on the am-
plitude of the topography that is supported by stress in
the shell.  The vertical load of positive topography
must compensated by a nearby negative topographic

load.  This high to low dipole must be maintained by
the strength of the lithosphere.  Consider sinusoidal
topography of wavelength l and amplitude w 0.  The
moment that must be applied at the origin to maintain
the topography is given by the following formula.

† 

M = gr wo sin 2px
l

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
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-l / 4

l / 4

Ú xdx =
grwol

2

2p 2

This topographic moment must be less than the satura-
tion bending moment that can be supported by the
strength of the plate Ms.  Equating these two moments
provides an upper bound on the amplitude of the to-
pography as a function of the characteristic wavelength
of the topography.

† 

wo <
2p 2Ms

grl2 @
p 2zb

3

l2

We see that for a given saturation moment, the maxi-
mum amplitude of the topography decreases rapidly
with increasing wavelength.  The nice feature of this
formula is that it contains measurable quantities - the
wavelength of the topography and the depth to the
brittle/ductile transition.   An additional bound on the
topographic spectrum is that topographic slopes cannot
exceed the angle of repose (~30˚).  This can be trans-
lated into a constraint on topographic amplitude versus
wavelength.

† 

wo <
0.57l

2p

Overall the amplitude of the topography must be less
than the smaller of the two limiting mechanisms (Fig-
ure 2).

Conclusions:
•  Saturation bending moment depends on the cube of

the depth to the brittle-ductile transition.
•  The maximum topography that can be maintained

by the strength of the lithosphere decreases as the
square of the wavelength of the topography.

•  Significant amplitude (>100 m) topography on Eu-
ropa with wavelength greater than 100 km cannot
be supported by lithospheric strength and therefore
must be supported by a local compensation mecha-
nism.
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Figure 1.  Strength of the lithosphere as a function of depth in tension and compression.  (left) Stress is relieved by
the lowest-strength deformation mechanism resulting in a yield strength envelope.  The strength of the upper brittle
layer follows Byerlee’s Law while the strength of the lower ductile layer is largely unknown. (right) Concave-up
bending of the lithosphere will cause extension in the upper half of the plate and compression in the lower half of the
plate.

Figure 2.  Maximum amplitude topography that can maintained entirely by the strength of an icy shell for brit-
tle/ductile transition depths of 1 km, 2 km and 4 km.   The amplitude of the short-wavelength topography is limited
by the angle of repose (~30˚).  The amplitude of the longer wavelength topography is limited by the strength of the
lithosphere.  The red dots mark the typical amplitude/wavelength of banded topography on Europa [3].  The green
dots mark approximate requirements for a new mission.

Europa band
topography
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Introduction:  Any examination of Europa’s un-

usual impact morphologies is null and void unless de-
tailed comparison can be made to “normal” impact cra-
ters on large icy bodies without shallow liquid water 
oceans.  Ganymede and Callisto, with similar surface 
gravity, lack of recent geologic activity, and relatively 
deep oceans, come to mind.  Here we examine the lim-
ited data available for Europan craters and begin the 
task of comparison with Ganymedean craters of similar 
size.  We focus on imp act melt, morphology, and to-
pography (derived from stereo and photoclinometric 
(PC) analyses). 

Europa.  Moore et al. [1] performed the first survey 
of Europan impact craters.  High-resolution (better than 
100 m/pixel) imaging of large craters on Europa is lim-
ited to Manannan (D~23 km, res. 20 m/pixel), and Cilix 
(D ~19 km, res. 60 m/pixel).  The Manannan high-
resolution mosaic clear shows flow-like features within 
the crater rim and onlapping onto the pedestal ejecta 
deposit (Fig. 1).  High-resolution stereo and PC topog-
raphy (Fig. 1) shows that these features usually occupy 
local topographic lows, but that these features can also 
remain on slopes and that intervening areas are very 
rugged.  This would seem to imply that impact melt is 
not especially voluminous on large Europan craters, 
and was not invicid. 

Additional coverage of Pwyll (D~27 km) and the 
multiring structures Callanish (D~33 km) and Tyre 
(D~41 km) was obtained at 125, 170, and 50 m/pixel, 
respectively.  Mapping of ejecta deposits [e.g., 2] 
shows that the nominal crater rim lies interior to the 
inner rings, in terrain that is essentially flat.  Swirl tex-
tures on the floors of both ring structures are reminis-
cent of features observed in melt sheets on some lunar 
craters.   

Ganymede.  The only relatively pristine large impact 
crater targeted by Galileo on either Ganymede or Cal-
listo is Melkart, a central dome crater on Ganymede 
(D~107 km, res. 175 m/pixel).  The floor of Melkart (and 
other craters seen at lower resolution) is characterized 
by large 5-15 km wide rounded hillocks, a mo rphology 
reminiscent of melt sheets on some lunar craters.  This 
morphology has not been recognized on Europa 
(granted that there are no craters this size on Europa).  
Unfortunately, no other large pristine “normal” impact 
crater was targeted for either Ganymede or Callisto. 

Unusual impact landforms on Ganymede and Cal-
listo include anomalous dome craters, penepalimpsests, 
and palimpsests.  These impact morphologies occur at 

D>60 km, but generally are relatively ancient structures 
[3].  A radial image transect was obtained of the 207-km 
diameter penepalimpsest Epigeous at 90 m effective 
resolution (our highest such resolution).  Despite the 
relative age of this structure (during or immediately 
after bright terrain emplacement), these images (Fig. 2) 
reveal features somewhat reminiscent of flow features 
seen at Manannan.  Another penepalimpsest, Buto 
Facula (D~157 km) was imaged at too low a resolution 
(180 m/pixel) to reliably map floor textures.  Smooth 
ponds of impact melt are lacking, however. 

Comparisons.  Europan craters do share some simi-
larities with those on Ganymede.  Evidence for rim 
slumping is sparse compared to lunar examples, and 
virtually no unequivocal terrace has been identified on 
any of the satellites.  Evidence for flow in the ejecta on 
the crater floor is apparent but generally limited on all 
three satellites.  Topographic pedestals commonly 
forming the inner ejecta deposit of Europan craters are 
similar to those found around Ganymede craters such 
as Achelous [e.g., 2].  Europan pedestals are often as-
sociated with dark, rather than bright material, however.  
Ejecta typically consists of shallow-seated exc avated 
crustal material, suggesting that such material on Eu-
ropa is relatively dark compared with the present sur-
face. 

Topography.  Detailed mapping of impact crater 
shapes shows that impact craters follow well-defined 
depth-diameter (d/D) trends on all three satellites, but 
that Europa diverges from its sister satellites [4].  Euro-
pan craters up to D~9 km across have shapes similar to 
Ganymedean craters.  At D > 9 km, Europan craters 
become shallower with increasing size.  The anomalous 
interior landforms associated with these craters (dis-
rupted rims, modified or distorted central peaks, rugged 
floor topography) indicate that these are NOT relaxed 
“ordinary” Ganymedean craters, but rather craters 
whose development was arrested or highly modified 
during crater collapse.  At D >30 km, the primary impact 
crater no longer exists and the “crater” is essentially 
“flat”. These data suggested that larger craters on Eu-
ropa form in an unusually weak layer, one that may be 
underlain by liquid water [1, 4].  Modeling of this col-
lapse by Turtle and Ivanov [5, and this workshop] sug-
gests that the liquid layer may be at least 20 km deep 
[4].  Although dependent on our limited understanding 
of impact crater formation and modification processes 
[5], These data provide an independent and relatively 
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robust constraint on the thickness of Europa’s ice 
shell. 

Conclusions.  Impact morphology on the icy Gali-
lean satellites provides important lessons for Titan.  
Comparison to relatively well understood bodies will be 
important for understanding any large impact features 
observed on Titan.  Crater depths will be important to 
determine, as well as mapping of interior landforms and 
ejecta deposits. 

References: [1]  Moore et al. (1998) Icarus, 135, 127-
145.  Moore et al., (2001) Icarus, 151, 93-111.  [2] 
Schenk, P., and F. Ridolfi, (2002) Geophys. Res. Lett. 29, 
12, 31.  [3]  Schenk, P., Chapman, C., Zahnle, K., and J. 
Moore, (2004) Ages and Interiors, in Jupiter, Cambridge 
U. Press, in press.  [4] Schenk, P. (2002), Nature, 417, 
419-421.  [5] Turtle, E., and B. Ivanov, (2002) Lunar 
Planet. Sci. XXXIII, abstract no. 1431. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Portion of high-resolution mosaic and ste-

reo DEM (color-coding) of interior and rim of Manan-
nan, Europa.  Flow-like features are indicated by ar-
rows. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Portion of high-resolution mosaic across 

Epigeus, Ganymede.  Arrows indicate radial flow-like 
features. 
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SINKING TO NEW LOWS & RISING TO NEW HEIGHTS: THE TOPOGRAPHY OF EUROPA. 
Paul M. Schenk, Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston, TX 77058 (schenk@lpi.usra.edu). 
 
"Neither can the weak ice support high moun-
tains. Topography is at most a few hundred me-
ters high."  

Introduction: The perception of a “flat” Eu-
ropa dates to Voyager days, when terminator im-
ages showed little relief except ridges and a few 
knobs [1].  While ridges rarely exceed such 
heights, Galileo has shown that topography on 
longer scales (kilometers to 100's of km) is decid-
edly variable. Topographic measurements of se-
lected features have been reported [e.g., 2-4] but 
no systematic description or appraisal of Europa's 
topography has been attempted, until now. 

Topography of a planet is one of its most fun-
damental characteristics (witness the Mars revolu-
tion wrought by MOLA), and is a direct expres-
sion of the response of the lithosphere to external 
and internal forces.  The resulting topographic 
expression is in turn directly related to the proper-
ties of that lithosphere, and this is especially true 
in the case of a floating ice shell. 

Tools: Tools for the production of 2-
dimensional topographic maps (DEM's) are 
stereogrammetry (3D) and 2-D photoclinometry 
(PC).  These tools have been described elsewhere 
[e.g., 4]: here I focus on the advantages and limi-
tations of each technique.  Stereo DEMs can be 
treated as rigid plates, except for linear mosaics 
where "bending" of the mosaic and resulting DEM 
can occur if image registration is not done with 
care.  As there is no global topographic net for 
Europa tied to the center of mass, all DEM's 
"float" with respect to the true surface, but a rea-
sonable approximation to the true tilt can be had 
by proper image registration.  Stereo DEM regis-
tration is also limited to no better than 3 times 
worse than the lowest resolution image in the ste-
reo pair.  PC can achieve full pixel DEM resolu-
tion but accumulated errors and uncertainties de-
grade the reliability of measurements at length-
scales of more than 50 pixels or so.  Use of low-
phase angle images to model local albedo partially 
reduces this problem.  We are fortunate that on 
Europa many PC sites are coincident with stereo 
coverage, which I use to control long-wavelength 
deviations in the PC, while preserving high-
resolution fidelity. 

Topographic mapping coverage is highly vari-

able in quality and decidedly limited (perhaps the 
most significant loss due to the LGA failure).  
Vertical precision ranging from 5 to 50 meters.  
Stereo coverage, including untargetted stereo 
pairs, is available for <2% of the surface (except 
for low resolution coverage of ~15%). PC map-
ping is more extensive (~20%), with pixel resolu-
tion ranging from 10 m to 1.4 km.   

Often only one or two examples of a geologic 
feature or terrain type are available.  Thus the ob-
served properties of one example may not neces-
sarily be representative of all such features.  Even 
when we can characterize a given feature, because 
imaging coverage is so limited, topographic map-
ping often does not extend far from the target fea-
tures.  Knowledge of the regional topographic 
characteristics can be very important for the inter-
pretation of some features, and these limitations 
must be acknowledged.   

Focus on the Dark Spot:.  A few features on 
Europa were targeted for multiple observations, 
allowing for detailed topographic mapping at 
various scales.  One of these, Castalia Macula 
(aka., The Dark Spot) is revealed as a broad de-
pression 350 m deep [5], sandwiched between two 
large domical rises, the largest of which is fault-
bounded and rises a whoppin' 900 m, for total re-
lief of 1250 m.  Dark material is mostly confined 
to this depression, although some patches lie on 
the domes.  Remnant ridges are preserved on the 
dark floor, such that if due to volcanism, dark ma-
terial burial was not deep. 

Other negative topographic expressions include 
pits typically 10-20 km across, and up to 400 m 
deep.  Irregular and curved troughs can be 500 m 
deep (and in one case >1 km deep!  These may 
constrain the shell to no less than 6 km thickness 
[6]. 

Focus on Chaos:  Conamara is by far the best 
studied site on Europa.  Stereo coverage of 
Conamara is possible at 4 different scales: 180 m 
(regional), 180 m (medium-resolution swath), 
55m, and 9 m.  Low-sun PC topography is coinci-
dent with the first 3 of these, providing controlled 
full resolution pixel-scale mapping of all Cona-
mara at 180 m, and selected higher resolution 
patches of the interior.   

The matrix component of Conamara Chaos is 
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generally elevated 200-300 m above surrounding 
plains, but is also variable by a similar amount [7].  
Highest elevations are correlated with areas domi-
nated by matrix.  Locally, older blocks can be 
200-300 m high (effectively doubling block 
thickness estimates [2]).  Some blocks, however, 
are lower than matrix only a few km away, sug-
gesting that matrix was rather viscous as blocks 
were rotated.   

Several other chaos sites were observed in ste-
reo.  Some chaos units are elevated above sur-
rounding terrains, others are not, suggesting that 
chaos evolution is complex or can respond to post 
emplacement modification.  Lenticulae (oval 
chaos-textured domes) also appear to be variable 
in elevation.  Several have been observed in ex-
cess of 150 m local relief, placing tight constraints 
on convection dynamics [8].  Others have no posi-
tive topographic expression.  In several instances, 
moats form within chaos or lenticulae along their 
border with ridged plains. Although elevated and 
variable relief for chaos and lenticulae tends to 
favor a diapiric origin [7], these data provide key 
constraints for any model of chaos origin. 

Having an Impact:  Impact crater morphology 
is discussed in detail elsewhere, but the few large 
impact craters identified are important as they 
penetrate deeply into the shell.  Initial and subse-
quent Galileo observations [2, 11] show that most 
craters <8 km across are similar to Ganymedean 
craters, but that larger craters are shallower.  The 
observed changes in morphology suggest that lar-
ger craters are penetrating into unusually soft ma-
terial, and may sense the ocean.  Inferred depths 
to the ocean are on the order of 20 km [2].  High 
resolution topography (vertical precision ~15 m) 
is available only for Manannan.  Here, mappable 
melt deposits are correlated with isolated depres-
sions, but most of the floor is rugged and probably 
comprised of uplift disrupted crust.   

Learning to Relax:  The icy shell also re-
sponds to vertical or horizontal stresses.  Evidence 
for folding has been found at a few locations [9], 
but limited topographic coverage prevents a 
global search.  However, stereo mapping several 
of these sites indicates amplitudes of 200-300 me-
ters.  One site reaches at least 1 km amplitude but 
its origin as folding is uncertain.  These broad un-
dulations are difficult to characterize with current 
data. 

Evidence for flexure due to surface loads is 
found at double ridges [e.g., 10].  Using bent-plate 
models, the shape of the bending can be used to 
constrain elastic plate thickness.  Flexure associ-
ated with an elevated rise has also been suggested 
near the crater Cilix [3].  Analysis of the topog-
raphic form suggests a thick shell, but the lack of 
regional topographic mapping precludes confir-
mation that this is truly flexure and not regional 
warping.  Ridge and band topography will also 
examined. 

Regional Characteristics: Of 15 stereo sites 
analyzed to date, only 4 have total relief of less  
than 500 meters.  None off these sites are greater 
than 300 km across, however.  Larger areas can be 
mapped using PC but the long-wavelength charac-
teristics are not reliable, and global coverage is 
incomplete.  Nonetheless, provinces of distinct 
topographic characteristics are obvious.  Mottled 
terrain is the most rugged.  Ridged plains have 
variable relief but at longer wavelengths, with pits 
and domes predominating in some areas, absent in 
others.  These patterns suggest that internal dy-
namics within the shell has strong regional con-
trol. 

Despite the limitations, the topographic vari-
ability of Europa is much greater than expected, 
and the total dynamic range may approach 2 km.  
Large vertical fault movements of 300-500 m (and 
as high as 900m) are also not uncommon.  The 
impression is of a lithosphere that is able to sup-
port large variations in topography, at least as 
great as those on Ganymede.  These variations in 
relief are not consistent with a shell only a few 
kilometers thick, but more analyses are required to 
quantify this conclusion with confidence. 
References: [1] Lucchitta, B., and L. Soderblom, 
in Satellites of Jupiter, 1982. [2] Williams, K., and 
R. Greeley, GRL, 25, 4273, 1998. [3] Nimmo, F., 
B. Giese, and R. Pappalardo, GRL, 29, 5, 1233, 
2003. [4] Schenk, Nature, 417, 41, 2002.  [5] 
Prockter, L., and P. Schenk, manuscript in prepa-
ration. [6] Schenk, P., and W. McKinnon, LPSC 
XXXIII, 2002.  [7] Schenk, P., and R. Pappalardo, 
Jupiter Conf. (abstract), 2001. [8] Showman, A., 
and L. Han, LPSC XXIV, 2003.  [9] Prockter, L., 
and R. Pappalardo, Science, 289, 941, 2000. [10] 
Billing, S., and S. Kattenhorn., LPSC XXXIII, 
2002.  [11] Moore, J., et al., Icarus, 151, 93, 2001. 
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Introduction:  The Galileo mission revealed that 

Europa is a differentiated body with surface features 
including domes, faults and chaotic terrains suggesting 
the presence of an ocean in between the icy surface 
and the silicate core. The presence of domes suggests 
some forms of upwelling (thermal or/and chemical) 
linked to heat transfer by subsolidus convection in 
Europa’s icy crust. This situation makes Europa a very 
appealing place for exobiology because life may de-
velop at the interface between the deep water and the 
silicate core. For the last 5 years, we have developed 
models of Europa’s internal structure and have ob-
tained the following results : 

- tidal forces produce very small amount of heat in 
the silicate layer and very large amount of heat in 
an ice shell close to its melting temperature [1]. 

- tidal heating varies in time, latitude and longitude 
resulting in strongly time dependent convection 
[2]. 

- tidal heating in the ice layer is large enough to 
prevent a complete freezing of the ocean without 
invoking the presence of ammonia [2]. 

- although tidal heating is an internal heating 
source, hot icy plumes can form at the interface 
with the ocean due to the strong temperature de-
pendence of ice viscosity [3]. 

- For viscosities in agreement with those measured 
on terrestrial glaciers, tidal heating may heat up 
hot plumes leading to partial melting, which may 
explain the formation of chaotic terrains [4]. 

- Doppler shift measurements on a Europa orbiter 
should allow us to determine the presence of an 
ocean and to constrain the thickness of the ice 
crust [5]  

 
Thermal convection models: The models use 

temperature-dependent viscosity for the ice and in-
clude viscosity dependent tidal heating. There has been 
some discussion about the viscous behavior of ice at 
stresses relevant to thermal convection models. One 
major issue is the stress exponent one must use. Figure 
1 shows how viscosity varies as a function of differen-
tial stress : the lower the stress, the smaller the stress 
exponent. Thermal convection stresses are smaller than 
10 kPa and deformation measurements of polar gla-
ciers[6] suggest that below 10 kPa, ice behaves like a 
Newtonian material. The viscosity of ice at its melting 
point is on the order of 1014 Pa.s with upper and lower 
bounds equal to 1015 Pa.s and 1013 Pa.s, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1 : viscosity versus differential stress at tem-
perature close to melting temperature. The stress do-
main of different processes is indicated. The larger the 
stress, the larger the stress exponent.  

 
The dynamics of convection is controlled by insta-

bilities that form at the water-ice interface. These in-
stabilities are time-dependent. The amount of heat, 
which can be removed from the base of the ice-crust, 
depends on the amount of internal (tidal) heating (Fig-
ure 2). An equilibrium is obtained for a thickness of 20 
km for reasonable parameters of radiogenic heating in 
the silicate core and ice viscosity. One must note that 
the surface heat flux does not depend on the amount of 
tidal heating because it is controlled primarily by the 
viscous characteristics of the ice, which drive the in-
stabilities in the conductive lid regime. 

 

 
Figure 2 : Surface heat-flux versus tidal heating. 
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Tidal heating:  Tidal heating is computed assum-
ing that the material behaves like a Maxwell solid. If 
the viscosity of the material is larger than the Maxwell 
viscosity (ratio of shear modulus by orbital frequency), 
then tidal heating is negligible. Taking the present time 
values of the orbital parameters for Europa, the Max-
well viscosity is 3 1015 Pa.s and 1.5 1014 Pa.s for sili-
cates and ice, respectively. Because the viscosity of 
partially molten silicates is at least 1018 Pa.s (value of 
mantle viscosity at mid-oceanic spreading centers), the 
amount of tidal heating deposited in the silicate core is 
likely to be negligible compare to radiogenic heating 
rate. On the other hand, the viscosity of ice close to its 
melting point is on the order of the Maxwell viscosity. 
Consequently, tidal heating is a major source of inter-
nal heating in the ice shell (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3 : Tidal heating in the ice shell versus viscos-
ity. The radiogenic heating rate per unit volume is rep-
resented for comparison. 

 
For viscosities in between 1013 and 1015 Pa.s, the 

amount of tidal heating is 2 orders of magnitude larger 
than heating produced by the decay of long-lived ra-
diogenic elements in the silicate core. As it can be seen 
on Figure 2, an equilibrium thickness of 20 km is ob-
tained if a value of 3 10-6 W/m3 is used according to 
Figure 3. When the radiogenic heating rate was larger, 
the equilibrium thickness was smaller. A large range of 
parameters is investigated in Tobie et al., 2003 [2]. 

Because tidal heating depends on latitude and lon-
gitude, the equilibrium thickness may vary from place 
to place [7]. In the model described in Figure 4, it is 
found that the thickness varies between 17 km at the 
poles up to 29 km at the equator at the sub-jovian and 
anti-jovian points. The depth of any given isotherm 
varies also. For example, the 200 K isotherm, which is 
sometimes the one used for the definition of the litho-
sphere, varies from 13 km deep at the poles to 9 km 

deep at the equator. Variations of the lithosphere thick-
ness may have implications on surface tectonics. 

 

 
Figure 4 : Variations of the equilibrium thickness for a 
mean value of 22 km. 
 

Another result of these models is that tidal heating 
may lead to melting in the upwelling plumes [4]. Be-
cause the density of water is larger than that of ice, 
subsidence may result in the formation of chaotic re-
gions. The formation of partial melt is predicted if the 
ice viscosity at its melting point is equal to 1014 Pa.s, a 
value in agreement with available data (Fig. 1). 

  
Conclusion and perspectives :  The present study 

confirms that tidal heating plays a major role in the 
thermal history and dynamics of Europa. However, 
several problems remain. For example the topography 
of domes is difficult to explain due to the very thick 
conductive lid overlying the convective ice shell. In a 
companion paper (Tobie et al.), we investigate the in-
teraction between the convective shell and the brittle 
elastic outer shell using damage rheology. 

Although the results of Galileo and theoretical 
studies such as this one strongly suggest the presence 
of an ocean, one must admit that there is no direct 
measurement that such an ocean exists. An orbiter 
around Europa could achieve this goal and put con-
straints on the thickness of the ice crust. 
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I will review our current knowledge of surface and 

subsurface temperatures on Europa.  Daytime and 
nighttime surface temperatures have been extensively 
mapped by the Galileo Photopolarimeter-Radiometer 
(PPR) instrument, and vary between 130 and 80 K at 
low latitudes.  Nighttime temperatures show complex 
and poorly-understood spatial variations, including a 
remarkable temperature minimum centered on and 
parallel to the equator on the  leading hemisphere.  
Comparison with daytime temperatures indicates that 
these patterns are controlled by spatial variations in 
thermal inertia rather than by warming of the surface 
by endogenic heat, but the cause of the thermal inertia 
variations is not understood. 

The amplitude of the diurnal temperature variations  
is matched with a thermal inertia of about 5 x 104 erg 
cm-2 s-1/2 K-1, fifty times lower than the value for solid 
ice, indicating that much of the uppermost few centi-
meters of Europa’s surface has high porosity and thus 
low thermal conductivity.  Daytime temperatures are 
high enough that significant sublimation of H2O ice is 
likely on geological timescales, leading to thermal 
segregation of ice into high-albedo patches that are 
colder than the average surface. 

Less is known about subsurface temperatures in 
Europa’s ice shell, though it  is likely that there is an 
upper conducting layer, with a steep thermal gradient, 
overlying a lower convecting layer that is almost iso-
thermal at temperatures slightly below the melting 
temperature of the ice.   

Localized endogenic resurfacing may produce 
long-lived passive or active anomalies in surface tem-
perature, providing a promising technique for detect-
ing regions of recent resurfacing from Europa orbit.  
No such anomalies were definitively identified in the 
Galileo PPR data, however. 
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Introduction: The opening rates of two bands on 

Europa, inferred to be sites of spreading of the icy 
lithosphere, are constrained based on a mid-ocean-
ridge analog model. Estimates of brittle-ductile transi-
tion depth combined with a conductive cooling model 
limit active band lifetimes to 0.24 - 35 Myr and strain 
rates of 8.1 x 10-13 – 8.2 x 10-15 s-1. These values sug-
gest tensile strengths for ice on Europa of 0.46 – 2.3 
MPa, consistent with nonsynchronous rotation as the 
dominant driving mechanism for band opening. 

Background. Europa exhibits varied surface mor-
phology, including long linear features of a variety of 
types and a range of widths [1, 2]. The most narrow 
(~500 m) linear features are troughs. Double ridges are 
ridge pairs ~2-5 km wide with an axial trough. The 
widest linear features are bands up to 25 km across, 
some of which are inferred to be sites of separation 
and spreading of the icy lithosphere [3, 4, 5]. It is in-
ferred that troughs develop to form ridges, which in 
turn can develop into bands [6]. 

Bands themselves are not all alike: some appear to 
be a complex interweaving of double ridges, some are 
relatively smooth, and some express both characteris-
tics [7]. Prockter et al. [8] examined several Europan 
bands and ascertained a continuum of morphologies, 
interpreted to perhaps represent varying rates of 
spreading. Fast spreading rates may create smooth 
bands, whereas slower spreading rates might produce 
features analogous to that of mid-ocean-ridge (MOR) 
spreading on Earth, where extensional stresses produce 
block faults, in turn straddling a neovolcanic zone ad-
jacent to the central trough. 

Two bands are explored in this study, Yelland and 
Ino Lineae, are both located at approximately -16  
latitude and 196  longitude, where Yelland crosscuts 
Ino. Both display a prominent axial trough straddled 
by a hummocky zone, in turn flanked by subparallel 
ridges and troughs with clearly defined boundaries 
against the surrounding terrain. These morphologies 
may be indicative of "slow-spreading" bands [8], 
where extension and faulting occur slowly enough for 
the icy lithosphere to cool and fault as opening pro-
ceeds, in contrast to smooth "fast-spreading" bands 
which may open too rapidly for lithospheric cooling to 
support internal band deformation. 

Given the width of the hummocky zone and the 
width of fault blocks within a band, a simple litho-
spheric cooling model can be used to constrain the 

band opening rate. From the inferred spreading rate 
and width of a band, its active lifetime can be esti-
mated and driving mechanisms inferred. 

The Model: MOR spreading on Earth can be mod-
eled as instantaneous cooling of the oceanic litho-
sphere in a semi-infinite half-space, with the surface 
held at a constant temperature [12]. This model is use-
ful as an analog to band spreading on Europa, where 
analogous tectonic features are observed [8]. 

In the MOR cooling model, isotherms, including 
that describing the brittle-ductile transition (BDT) 
temperature, fall off like the square root of distance 
from the spreading center. The cooling model is cou-
pled to a description of the BDT isotherm, and self-
consistent values for the BDT temperature and the 
spreading rate of the bands are constrained. Measured 
parameters are average observed fault block width xb, 
the width w from the central trough to the edge of the 
band, and the width from the central trough to the edge 
of the hummocky zone xL. The distance xL is measured 
from the axial trough to the first high albedo lineation. 
Block width xb is the average distance between linea-
tions. Estimates of fault block width-to-depth ratios 
provide a range of possible depths of faulting yl, as-
sumed to equal the local BDT depth. 

Although the MOR model defines the depth at the 
spreading center as zero, in reality a thin shell of brittle 
material would exist in the vicinity. Solving the heat 
equation for both conduction and advection, and as-
suming the system is in steady state, the minimum 
depth of this thin shell is on order 10 m, which is much 
less than the relevant dimentions of Yelland Linea: xL 
= 700 m, xb = 350 m, w = 3600 m. Measured dimen-
tions of Ino Lineae are of similar orders of magnitude: 
xL = 860 m, xb = 530 m, w = 7800 m. Thus, our MOR 
model provides a sufficient first-order representation 
of the shape and depth of the BDT isotherm. 

For a cooling oceanic lithosphere in an infinite half 
space, the relationship between depth yl, horizontal 
distance xL from a spreading center, and half spreading 
rate u can be expressed as 

 
u = [   xL (2 erfinv ( (TBDT – Ts) / (Tw - Ts) )  / yL)2 ]  (1) 

 
[12] where erfinv is the inverse error function, TBDT is 
the temperature at the BDT, Ts is the surface tempera-
ture (which we take as 110 K for Europa), Tw is the 
temperature of the ductile ice (260 K), and   is thermal 
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diffusivity (1x10-6 m2 s-1 for ice). The half spreading 
rate is used to obtain the strain rate    = u/xL.  

A "Byerlee’s law" for ice [13] describes the 
strength of the brittle lithosphere as    =  1 -  3, 
where  1 is greatest compressional stress (lithostatic in 
the extensional case:  1 =  gyL),  3 is least compres-
sive stress (here horizontal:  3 =  1 / { 2   [ ( 2 + 1)1/2 
+   ] + 1}),   is the coefficient of internal friction 
(0.69 [13]),   is density of ice (920 kg m-3), and g is 
gravitational acceleration for Europa (1.3 m s-2). To 
describe the strength of the lower ductile lithosphere, 
we adopt the flow law for ice creep in the grain 
boundary sliding regime [14]: 

 

   = ( (    dp) / A)1/n exp ( Q / (n R TBDT) )  (2) 
 

where d is grain size (assumed to be 1 mm), p, A, and 
n are experimentally determined constants (1.4, 3.9 x 
10-3 [need to include the bizarre-looking units of A], 
and 1.8 respectively), Q is the activation energy for 
creep (49 kJ mol-1), and R is the gas constant. The 
BDT occurs at a depth where the brittle and ductile 
failure strengths are equal: 
 

TBDT = Q { n R ln [( 1 -  3) ( ( dot dp) / A)1/n] }-1.  (3) 
 

For each band, we solve iteratively for TBDT and u, 
for a variety of fault block width-to-depth ratios. We 
choose 1/10 as a reasonable lower limit, and 1/2 as an 
upper limit based correspondence to the upper limit for 
reasonable TBDT of 190 K [15]. 

Results: Estimates of BDT depth combined with a 
conductive cooling model limit active band lifetimes to 
0.24 - 35 Myr and strain rates of 8.1 x 10-13 – 8.2 x 
10-15 s-1 (see figure). These ranges correspond to half-
spreading rates between 22 and 0.22 mm yr-1. 

The above values also suggest tensile strengths for 
ice on Europa of 0.46 – 2.3 MPa ( = (  g yL) / 3). 
These stress levels are consistent with nonsynchronous 
rotation as the dominant driving mechanism for band 
opening [2].  

 
Figure 1: Half spreading rate u and active lifetime   
are plotted versus TBDT for Yelland and Ino Lineae. 
The relationship changes with the width-to-depth ratio 
of fault blocks, as labeled along the curves. The lighter 
dashed lines in the plot for Yelland Linea are the 
model results when using xL = 580 m [as per 8]. 
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Introduction:  As it travels around Jupiter on a 
synchronous orbit, Europa is subjected to periodic 
deformation due to its high orbital eccentricity (e=1%). 
The tidal response of its ice shell is almost uniquely 
controlled by the radial displacement of the underlying 
ocean [1].  At the base of the ice shell, ice, close to its 
melting point behaves like a viscoelastic medium, 
whereas the elastic/brittle response progressively 
dominates when the cold surface is approached.   

 
Tidal stress field and brittle failure: The periodic 

radial displacement of the ocean induces a large tidal 
flexing of the ice shell. The resulting stress field  
would be responsible for the highly fractured 
appearance of Europa's surface. Usually, tidal stress is 
computed assuming the superficial ice shell is elastic. 
From the elastic response, one can show that the brittle 
strength of ice is exceeded at the surface of Europa 
[e.g., 2, 3, 4]. The downward propagation of cracks 
initiated at the surface is more problematic. 
Experimentally, the brittle and ductile domains of a 
material are defined  from change in stress-strain curve 
behaviors. The transition between the two domains  
occurs at the train rate ėt where the brittle stress  σb is 
equal to the ductile strength  σd . Several factors can 
modify this transition, notably temperature, grain size, 
confined pressure [5].  

 On Europa, tidal forcing imposed in the ice shell  
strain rates of 10-10-2.10-10.s-1, depending mainly on 
longitude, [6, 7]. Near the surface where the 
temperature is far from  the melting point value, the 
brittle strength σ b  is weaker than the viscous strength  
σd at these strain rates,  whereas  σb  > σd  toward the 
base of the layer. As mentionned above, the exact 
transition depth between the brittle layer and the 
ductile one depends on several parameters and on the 
type of crack mechanism.  The lateral variations of the 
strain rate and of the temperature at the surface (ėt 
=2.10-10.s-1 and Tsurf= 50K at the poles, ėt =10-10.s-1  and 
Tsurf= 110K at the equator) modify the depth transition 
to some extent.  

Crack nucleation and propagation are firstly limited 
by confined pressure, which avoids fault propagation 
to depth more than 1km for the elastic tidal stress value 
(~0.1MPa). However, the existence of cracks in the 
upper icy crust would modify significantly the stress 
field compared to the elastic case, amplifying locally 

the magnitude of stress. This would help the crack 
nucleation and propagation deeper in the ice shell.   

Furthermore, the periodic forcing creates  
progressive fatigue of the icy material, which modifies   
its brittle strength  [5, 6]. Simultaneously, tidal friction 
along activated fault creates  a heat source elevating  
locally the temperature of the ice and making it more 
ductile.  

 
Thermal convection  and ductile creep: The low 

viscosity of ice near its melting point (~1013-1014 Pa.s) 
creates large dissipation in the bottom part of the layer 
and can initiate convective instabilities for ice 
thickness as thin as 10 km.  Once thermal convection 
occurs, almost half of the bottom part of the layer 
becomes dissipative. The high power dissipated by 
body tide in the ice shell is thus able to prevent the 
freezing of the ocean even if the layer is convecting. 
For its current eccentricity, tidal dissipation in the 
silicate mantle is probably negligible, and the ice layer 
is stabilized to a thickness of about 20-30 km [8,9]. 
The ice shell thus consists of an isothermal convective 
sublayer overlaid by a thick rigid conductive lid of 
around 5-10 km.  

Tidal heating in the ice shell is so high that it raises 
the temperature in hot plumes up to the melting point 
temperature. This creates episodic upwelling of 
partially molten ice up to the base of the conductive lid 
[8]. The ascent of warm ice  would add  supplementary 
stress and then help the formation of fractured zone. 
Reciprocally, the existence of fractured zone would 
help the rise of partially molten ice near the surface. 

 
Toward a self-consitent model - preliminary 

results:  Modeling the dynamics of Europa's ice shell 
from the ocean to the surface  required the inclusion of   
tidal heating due to viscous dissipation, fault 
formation, strain localization and heating resulting 
from friction along faults, and partial melting  in a self-
consistent way.  The model developement is based on 
the 2D thermal convection model described in [9].  At  
a first attempt, we model the fractured zone in the 
conductive lid using simple damage parameterization. 
We suppose that the local viscosity of ice depends on 
temperature T, on partial melting xm, and on a 
parameter d characterizing the degree of ice damage:  

 
η (x,z)=η0 exp(-γ TT) exp(-γ mxm) exp(-γ dd),   (1) 
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ηο   being the viscosity of pure ice near its melting. 

Tidal heating is computing directly from the effective 
viscosity field [8]:  

 
Htide(x,z)=2 Hmax/(η max/η + η / η max),               (2) 
 
where   Hmax is the maximum dissipation value that 

occurs for viscosity equal to ηmax  = µ/ω = 1.5x1014 

Pa.s on Europa (µ =3.3x109 Pa, w=2.10-5 rad.s-1). 
For the example presented on Figure 1, we suppose  

a constant distribution of damage d localized in the 
conductive lid, at x=20km. This simulates a zone of 
weakness  in the rigid lid extending from the surface 
down to a depth of 5 km. At the middle of this zone 
(x=20 km), the parameter d is equal to 1 and it  
decreases exponentially on both sides. In this weakness 
zone, the effective viscosity is reduced  by a factor of 
10. The fall of the effective viscosity increases locally 
the amount of tidal heating and favors the rise of warm 
ice up to shallow depths (< 2 km) (Figure 1).  The rise 
of this hot plume increases locally the heat flux up to 
about 100-150 mW.m-2. It also generates locally an 
upward stress of around 0.1 MPa, inducing  a bump of 
around 50m magnitude. 

This preliminary result indicates the importance of 
tidal strain localization in the conductive lid on 
convective instabilities, and the strong mechanical and 
thermal coupling that exists between tidal deformation 
and thermal convection. We are currently 
incorporating these different aspects in our numerical 
model in order to better understand the link between 
the convective instabilites in the icy layer and the 
highly fractured surface of Europa. 
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Figure 1: Temperature field  obtained with our 2D 
thermal convection model including a weakness zone 
in the conductive lid and viscosity dependent tidal 
heating. (model parameter: Ra=6.106, ∆ η =1.2x106, 
h0=3.75x1013 Pa.s, b=20 km) 
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WHAT EUROPA'S IMPACT CRATERS REVEAL: RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS.
E. P. Turtle1,2, 1Lunar and Planetary Lab., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721-0092; turtle@lpl.arizona.edu,
2Planetary Science Institute, 1700 E. Fort Lowell, Suite 106, Tucson, AZ, 85719-2395; turtle@psi.edu.

Introduction:  Europa’s surface is only lightly
cratered; 28 primary impact structures larger than 4 km
in diameter have been identified [1].  Nonetheless, the
craters span a wide range of sizes (up to ~50 km di-
ameter) and exhibit morphologies similar to those ob-
served on other planets, following a progression gener-
ally correlated with crater size [1-3].  Primary craters
less than ~5 km in diameter, have the bowl shape typi-
cal of simple craters.  Craters ~5-24 km in diameter
have flat floors and several have central peaks [1-4],
characteristics typical of complex craters, although
Europa's craters tend to be shallower [1-3].  Two larger
impact structures, Tegid and Taliesin, appear to have
unusual morphologies, but have been imaged only at
low resolution and so are poorly understood.  The two
largest impact structures, Callanish and Tyre, consist
of disrupted centers ringed by numerous concentric
graben with diameters of up to 100 km.

The morphology of a crater is influenced by the en-
ergy of the impact event (related to crater size) as well
as by the gravity, material properties and near-surface
structure of the target.  So, the characteristics of impact
craters can be used to infer information about the tar-
get.  For example, the diameter of the simple-to-
complex transition depends upon the strength of the
target material [e.g., 5]; Europa's anomalously shallow
craters [1-3] may be a result of the collapse process
itself under Europan conditions or of post-impact vis-
cous relaxation; and the concentric fractures around the
two largest impact structures may have formed as a
result of Europa’s near-surface structure [e.g., 6].
Therefore, careful study of craters can reveal much
about the nature of Europa’s near-surface.

One approach to investigating the constraints that
the observed crater morphologies put on Europa's near-
surface structure is to use numerical methods (e.g.,
hydrocode and finite-element modeling) to simulate
impact cratering under Europan conditions.  By repro-
ducing the observed crater morphologies it is possible
to constrain the near-surface structure and conditions.

Several discrete lines of evidence [e.g., 7-10] sug-
gest that Europa's icy surface is but a thin shell over-
lying a liquid water ocean.  Although the total thick-
ness of Europa's outer H2O layer is constrained by
gravity measurements to be 80-170 km [11], estimates
for the thickness of the solid ice range from only a few
[e.g., 12-15] to a few tens of kilometers [e.g., 16-18].

Although Europan complex craters are shallow,
they otherwise resemble complex craters found else-
where in the solar system; their central peaks are mor-

phologically similar to those observed on other planets.
Therefore, the simplest explanation is that they formed
by the same mechanism.  In lunar and terrestrial craters
central peaks consist of deeply buried material that was
uplifted during crater formation [19,20].  Therefore,
their occurrence on Europa requires that the ice shell
not be breached during crater formation.  So, numeri-
cal simulations of impact cratering in ice layers of
various thicknesses overlying liquid water can provide
constraints on the thickness of Europa's ice shell.

Modeling impact-induced melting and vaporiza-
tion:  Turtle and Pierazzo [4] conducted hydrocode
simulations of vapor and melt production during im-
pacts into ice layers with various thicknesses and
thermal gradients overlying liquid water; complete
vaporization or melting penetrating to liquid water or
warm ice would preclude the formation and preserva-
tion of central peaks, therefore these models can con-
strain the thickness of Europa's crust.  Turtle and
Pierazzo [4] simulated impacts that would produce
transient craters with diameters of ~12 and ~21 km
(Fig. 1), lower limits for the transient crater diameters
predicted for Europa's largest central peak crater
(Pwyll) and the multiple-ring craters, respectively [1].
Their simulations demonstrated that at the times and
locations of complex crater formation on Europa, the
cold ice layer had to exceed 3-4 km [4].  Impacts dis-
rupt target material well beyond the zone of partial
melting [e.g., 5], so these simulations put a lower limit
on the thickness of the ice.

Modeling crater collapse:  Turtle and Ivanov [21]
conducted hydrocode simulations of the excavation
and collapse of 10-km-diameter transient craters
(within the range expected for Europa's central peak
craters [1]) in ice layers 5-11 km thick with linear
thermal gradients.  They found a strong dependence of
crater morphology on ice thickness (Fig. 2).  For ice
less than ~8 km thick, liquid water penetrated to the
surface as the transient crater collapsed, precluding
central peak formation.  Therefore, these simulations
provided a lower limit for the thickness of the Europan
ice at the times and locations of central peak crater
formation. To prevent craters from penetrating to an
ocean, the ice shell thickness must be comparable to of
greater than the transient crater diameter: 10-15 km
thick.  This range is consistent with Schenk's [2] re-
sults based on the diameters at which Europa's craters
are observed to undergo morphologic transitions.

Conclusions:  Numerical modeling of impact
cratering is a powerful tool for constraining the prop-
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erties of Europa's near-surface.  Further modeling to
investigate the later stages of cratering, including the
formation of rings around Callanish and Tyre, as well
as longer term modification due to viscous creep is
currently underway and promises to reveal yet more
information about Europa's near-surface.
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Fig. 1: Melting and vaporization [from 4] in large (A, B, C) and small craters (D, E, F) in: 9 km of ice over liquid
water (A, D); 5 km of ice over liquid water (B, E); and a 3 km thick conductive lid over convecting ice (C, F). Solid,
dotted, and dashed lines circumscribe the regions of complete vaporization, complete melting, and 50% melting.

Fig. 2:  Cross-sections of the final stages of simulations of impacts in ice 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11 km thick (from upper
left to lower right) illustrating penetration of water to the surface during crater collapse in ice ≤7 km thick [from 21].
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SUBSURFACE ACTION IN EUROPA'S OCEAN.  1S. D. Vance, 1J. M. Brown, 2T. 
Spohn and 3E. Shock, 1NASA Astrobiology Institute, University of Washington, Seattle, 
svance@ess.washington.edu, 2Institut für Planetologie, Münster, Germany, Chemistry 
Department, University of Arizona 

 
 
 Subsurface processes may have created observed surface features on Europa's ice.  A 

key question is whether plumes originating from the rocky crust can reach the surface.  
Kimura and Kurita [1] treat a mechanically created plume while Thompson and Delaney 
[2] look at buoyancy and circulation after such a plume has formed. In addition to the 
obvious aspect of mechanical driving forces for fluid motion, the issue is intimately 
linked to composition, relative salinity, and heat distribution throughout the ocean.  Since 
publication of [1] and [2], Hussman and Spohn have assessed tidal heating and 
dissipation in a more thorough manner.  We tested the accuracy of chemical models in 
accounting for pressure effects and find supcrt92 sufficient for pressures in Europa's 
ocean (max 2000 atm) for predicting sulfate volumes at 50 oC while FREZCHEM has yet 
to incorporate pressure effects. The recent discovery of peridotite hydrothermal opens the 
possibility that a marriage of tidal and compositional effects may bears further activity in 
Europa's ocean.   

 
Figures 1 and 2: Volume change of a pure water sample with addition of an infinitesimal amount of Na2SO4.  Points represent 
experimental data from present authors.  Plotted curves are comparison of predicted values from supcrt92.  Figure 2 shows that there 
is less than 5% deviation at 50 oC up to a pressure of 2000 atm. 

 
If peridotite was exposed in Europa's early days, hydrothermal systems certainly 

existed.  Non-synchronous rotation of the europan crust may keep fresh peridotite 
exposed, leaving the possibility that such activity persists to the current time.   

 
References: [1] Kimura, J. and Kurita, K. (2002) LPS XXXIII, Abstract #1492.  [2]  

Thomson  R.E. and Delaney J.R. (2001) JGR, 106, 12,355-12,365.  [3] Hussman, H. 
(2003) Dissertation Thesis, Institut für Planetologie, University of Münster. 
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PHYSICAL BASIS FOR THE RADAR OBSERVATION OF GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE IN THE ICE 
SHELL ON EUROPA.  D.P. Winebrenner1, D.D. Blankenship2, B.A. Campbell3, 1University of Washington, Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory and Department of Earth and Space Sciences, Box 355640, Seattle, WA  98195 USA, 
dpw@apl.washington.edu, 2Institute for Geophysics, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78759 USA, 
blank@ig.utexas.edu, 3Center for Earth and Planetary Studies, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560 
USA, Campbellb@nasm.si.edu. 
 

Introduction:  Radar sounding of Europa has been 
discussed primarily as a means to measure the depth of 
a prospective ice/ocean interface [e.g. 1-4].  On terres-
trial ice sheets, however, radar sounding commonly 
maps internal structure associated with compositional 
and structural horizons, i.e., by radar-reflective strati-
graphic boundaries (depth variations of which encode 
information about ice dynamics and climate history).  

Several types of radar-reflecting horizons other 
than an ice/ocean interface may occur on Europa [2-4].  
In particular, where temperature varies in the transition 
between cold, brittle (impure) ice and warm, con-
vecting ice, sharp dielectric contrasts will occur where 
temperatures pass through eutectic points of the impu-
rities, thus creating a reflecting boundary [5].  Relict 
diapirs in cold (no-longer-convecting) ice [6], as well 
as buried crater floors [7], would differ sharply from 
surrounding ice in their bulk density and impurity con-
tent, thus also creating dielectric boundaries.  Intermit-
tent eruptions of low-viscosity material can create 
compositional, and thus dielectric, stratification wth 
depth. Finally, faults may be marked by discontinuities 
in density or crystallographic structure, which also 
translate to dielectric variations.  

Understanding the surface expression of geological 
structure will be improved by tracking stratigraphic 
boundaries in the near-subsurface.  Radar mapping of 
such boundaries may prove to be as important as the 
knowledge of ice thickness for understanding any in-
terchange between the Europan surface and an under-
lying ocean. 

These considerations motivate our examination of 
the dielectric properties of impure ice (Ih) at the low 
temperatures characteristic of Europa (75 to perhaps 
250 K).  We examine dielectric propertiesas function 
of temperature and of the concentrations of  geologi-
cally plausible, dielectrically significant impurities.  
The latter include especially acid [8], chloride [2], 
subeutectic hydrated salts [1,2,9], and chondritic soils 
[1].  We focus initially on the effective conductivity, 
both because this property is fundamental to estimating 
how deeply radar can probe and because terrestrial 
experience suggests that conductivity variations may 
be the primary sources of reflection beneath the 
(poorly known [7]) annealing depth on Europa.   

Effective Conductivity Due to Acid and Chlo-
ride Impurities:  The effective conductivity of ice 

with ionic impurities, at typical radar sounding fre-
quencies (tens of MHz), consists of a sum of contribu-
tions from resonances at much lower frequencies.  The 
net effect at small impurity concentrations is a linear 
dependence of effective conductivity on each separate 
concentration, with coefficients, i.e., molar conductivi-
ties, which depend on temperature differently for each 
impurity via an Arrhenius relationship [2,10].  The 
dependence for a given impurity is smooth except at 
the eutectic temperature for that impurity – at the 
eutectic, the coefficient decreases abruptly with de-
creasing temperature, by a factor of 2-5 [3].    

Figure 1 shows replotted data for molar conductivi-
ties of the two most dielectrically effective impurities, 
acid and chloride, assembled from various sources by 
Moore and Fujita [10].  The chloride data span two 
cases, one in which concentrations were below that 
where macroscopic brine pockets appear in the ice, the 
other above;  they therefore bracket the range of possi-
bilities at a given temperature.  Also shown in figure 1 
are extrapolations to Europan temperatures based on 
the pertinent Arrhenius relationship, with parameters 
determined by a fit to the data.  The extrapolations are 
upper bounds on the true molar conductivities because 
the data from which they result were all acquired 
above the respective eutectics. 

Figure 1.  Semi-log plot of molar conductivity in Siemens per 
meter per mole versus temperature, according to tabulated data 
[8] and extrapolation.  Data points are again denoted by aster-
isks, theoretical curves by solid lines.  Legends on theoretical 
curves indicate first authors of papers in which the original data 
were presented.  
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The extrapolations indicate conductivities many 
orders of magnitude lower than those that occur in 
terrestrial ice environments.  The required extrapola-
tion far outside the range of observations, however, 
points up the need for new, low-temperature measure-
ments [c.f., 1]. 

Effective Conductivity Due to Sub-Eutectic 
Salts or Chondritic Soils:  Effective conductivities 
due to lunar or chondritic soil and to hydrated, sub-
eutectic salts are much less well-known that those for 
ionic impurities. However, the synthesis of observa-
tions and empirical relations by Chyba et al. [1] 
strongly indicates that losses due to such impurities 
dominate those of ionic impurities at low temperatures, 
and that solid salt and soil impurities are roughly 
equivalent in their dielectric effects (see also [2]).  
Figure 2 shows one-way attenuation in dB/km for a 
radar sounding frequency of 50 MHz, and for effective 
conductivities  derived as follows.  For ionic impuri-
ties, we assumed, for purposes of illustration, equal 
volumetric concentrations of 300 micromoles per liter 
– concentrations close to or below those at which mac-
roscopic brine or acid pockets appear.    The acid and 
chloride curves in figure 2 are thus simply rescaled 
version of those in figure 1.  For soil/salt impurities, 
we have tentatively adopted the density and empirical 
relations given by Chyba et al. [1] and assumed a 
volumetric concentration of impuriti-
esof1%.

 
Figure 2.  Semi-log plot of attenuation, in dB/km for various 
impurity species, using the fits in figure 1 with ionic species con-
centrations of 300 micromoles per liter, and the parameters and 
relations of Chyba et al. [1], assuming a volumetric impurity 
concentration of 1%. 

The very low temperature sensitivity of conductivity in 
soil/salt impurities leads to their complete dominance 
of total dielectric loss at temperatures below ~180 K.  
While the relations given here must be regarded as 
very significantly uncertain, reversal of this latter con-

clusion would require that they be incorrect by many 
orders of magnitude. 

Discussion:  The computations in figures 1 and 2 
must be regarded as significantly uncertain, given the 
range of extrapolation and scattered data on which 
they are based [1-3].  Our first conclusion is therefore 
that new observations are needed to narrow this uncer-
tainty.  However, even with the uncertainty, it seems 
clear that: (1)  soil/salt impurities will dominate 50 
MHz absorption at temperatures below about 180 K, 
which translates to more than half of the non-
convecting ice thickness; (2)  at higher temperatures, 
acid impurities quickly become dominant;  (3) com-
postional  radar horizons within upper half of the non-
convecting ice will likely be caused by abrupt changes 
in soil or salt concentrations, the latter possibly derived 
from surface lag deposits – we will estimate the 
strength of such radar horizons based on the calcula-
tions presented here;  and (5)  because absorption is so 
low, we must consider limits on penetration depth due 
to scattering processes, both those due to stratication 
itself (i.e., 1-D inhomogeneities) and those due to scat-
tering from 3-dimensional inhomogeneities and struc-
ture. 
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A HIGHLY MINIATURISED LASER ABLATION TIME–OF–FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETER FOR
PLANETARY EXPLORATION. Peter Wurz, Urs Rohner, and James A. Whitby, Physics Institute, University of
Bern, Sidlerstrasse 5, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland (email: peter.wurz@phim.unibe.ch).

Introduction: We report the development and
testing of two highly miniaturised mass spectrometers
intended to be deployed on an airless planetary surface
to measure the elemental and isotopic composition of
solids. We designed and built two instruments, a larger
unit for use on a fixed landing spacecraft and a smaller
unit intended for use in a small mobile plat form roving
on a planetary surface. Both instruments were designed
and built with the intention for implementation in the
Mercury Surface Element (MSE) of the proposed
BepiColombo mission to the planet Mercury [1], either
in the landing spacecraft itself or on the rover. Both
mass spectrometers are time-of-flight instruments us-
ing ion mirrors to increase the ion path length and in-
crease the mass resolution by time-focussing.

Laser Ion Source: The ion sources for these mass
spectrometers utilise in both cases a laser induced
plasma, which is directly coupled into the mass ana-
lyser. When using a time-of-flight spectrometer the use
of a pulsed laser is obvious and we histogram many
individual spectra to obtain a mass spectrum with high
dynamic range. For example, by accumulating 10’000
spectra (which can be done in about 1 s with our sys-
tem) a mass spectrum with a dynamic range exceeding
six decades can be obtained in principle, and at least
five decades in an real instrument. Laser ablation gives
high spatial resolution and potentially depth resolution
[2], and avoids the need for sample preparation [3].
Laser ablation and ionisation is a common method in
the laboratory for mass spectroscopic analysis of surfa-
ces [4]. Once a critical power density of approximately
109 W/cm2 is exceeded during the laser pulse the ioni-
sation of released surface material is more or less inde-
pendent of the element, i.e., minimal inter-element
fractionation in the ionisation process occurs [4, 5].
We use a commercial passively Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser system, either with the fundamental wavelength
of 1064 nm or the second harmonic at 532 nm. Once
available, we will test operation with the higher har-
monic wavelengths as well before we decide what to
use in the flight application. Of course, with a suitable
laser system our mass spectrometers can be operated as
laser desorption instruments for chemical analysis of
the surface and possibly even as MALDI system given
that the sample preparation can be realised with robotic
means.

Lander Instrument: The instrument for the land-
ing spacecraft is a simple time-of-flight instrument

using a grid-less reflectron as ion mirror. The ions re-
moved from the target surface are accelerated into the
mass spectrometer through a small hole and focussed
through a narrow tunnel in the centre of the detector
toward the reflectron. The ions pass the time-of-flight
tube and are reflected by the ion mirror back onto the
MCP detector. Mass resolution is typically m/∆m =
600 FWHM. The resolution can be adjusted ion-opti-
cally; a higher mass resolution can be set at the ex-
pense of ion-optical transmission and vice-versa. The
total dimension of the instrument, as displayed in
Figure 1, is 120 mm x Ø60 mm. The flight instrument
will be somewhat taller since the laser electronics will
be accommodated in a compartment above the ion mir-
ror. The anticipated weight of the flight unit would be
about 500 g including all electronics [6].

Figure 1: LMS Prototype for the landing spacecraft
[6]: Topmost is the reflectron built from a set of po-
tential rings, in the centre is the actual flight tube with
the MCP detector below; further down are the ion
optical elements for collecting and focussing the ions
removed from the investigated surface.
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Rover Instrument: The instrument for the rover is
also of the time-of-flight type, but using a novel com-
bination of an electrostatic analyser and grid-less re-
flectron [7]. The time-of-flight path is folded two times
to make it sufficiently long for decent mass analysis.
The prototype instrument, as shown in Figure 2, has a
demonstrated mass resolution m/∆m in excess of 180
(FWHM) and a predicted dynamic range of better than
five orders of magnitude. The ion-optical system itself
has a mass resolution of 400, as seen from single shot
spectra, which is in good agreement with the ion-
optical design. As with all time-of-flight instruments,
covering a large mass range is not a problem here and
elements from hydrogen up uranium have been de-
tected with this instrument. When aiming for the detec-
tion chemical compounds of higher mass we have to
improve the mass resolution during routine operations
to the single-shot value, which is about the theoretical
limit of an instrument of that size. We estimate that a
flight instrument would have a mass of 280 g (inclu-
ding laser and all electronics) and a total volume of
7 x 4 x 3 cm3 including all electronics. For full opera-
tion only 3 W power will be needed making use of
local energy storage to accommodate the short-term
power needs of the laser system.
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lands, European Space Agency (2000). [2] J.A.
Whitby, U. Rohner, W. Benz, and P. Wurz, "A laser-
ablation mass spectrometer for the surface of Mer-
cury," proceedings of the 34th Lunar and Planetary Sci-
ence Conference, March 17–21, (2003), abstract
no.1624. [3] J.S. Becker, and H.-J. Dietze, State-of-
the-art in inorganice mass spectrometry for analysis of
high-purity materials, Int. J. Mass Spectr. 228 (2003)
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71(2), (2000) 536–545. [6] U. Rohner, J. Whitby, and
P. Wurz, "A miniature laser ablation time-of-flight
mass spectrometer for in situ planetary exploration,"
Meas. Sci. Technol., 14 (2003), 2159–2164. [7] U.
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Figure 2: LMS prototype for the planetary rover [7]. In the foreground is
the lens holder for focusing the laser radiation onto the sample. The sam-
ple will be placed in front of the spectrometer, at the small hole. The ruler
is in cm.
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CRATERING RATES IN THE JOVIAN SYSTEM.  K.  Zahnle1, P. Schenk2, L. Dones3 and H. Levison3 1NASA Ames 
Research Center (MS 245-3 Moffett Field CA 94035), 2LPI, 3SWRI. 

 
We use several independent constraints on the 

number of ecliptic comets to estimate impact cratering 
rates on the Jupiter moons. The impact rate on Jupiter 
by 1.5-km diameter ecliptic comets is currently 
Ý N d > 1.5km( ) = 0.005−0.003

+0.006per annum [1]. Asteroids and 

long period comets are currently unimportant. The size-
number distribution of ecliptic comets smaller than 20 
km is inferred from size-number distributions of impact 
craters on Europa, Ganymede, and Triton. For comets 
bigger than 50 km we use the size-number distribution 
of Kuiper Belt Objects.  

Figure 1 gives the overview of the impact rate at 
Jupiter in general and at Europa in particular [1]. These 
impact rates imply cratering rates on Europa of 0.5 per 
Ma per 106 km2 for impact craters bigger than 1 km, and 
of 0.015 per Ma per 106 km2 for impact craters bigger 
than 20 km.  The latter corresponds to an average recur-
rence time of 2.2 Ma for 20 km craters.  The best current 
estimates for the number of 20 km craters on Europa 
appear to range between about twelve to thirty. This 
implies that the average age of Europa's surface is be-
tween 30 and 70 Ma.  The average density of craters 
with diameter greater than 1 km on well-mapped swaths 
on Europa is 30 per 106 km2. The corresponding nominal 
surface age would be 60 Ma.  These two estimates are 
not truly independent because we have used size-
number distribution of the Europan craters to help gen-
erate the size-number distribution of comets.  The un-
certainty of the best estimate—call it 42 Ma for speci-
ficity—is at least a factor of  3.  

 
Discussion:  By placing a heavy weight on the his-

torical record of close encounters with Jupiter we favor 
generally high impact rates, especially for comets larger 
than a few km diameter.  But we also conclude that 
comets smaller than a km or so are relatively rare at 
Jupiter, and hence that small primary craters (smaller 
than 10 km or so) are produced less frequently than one 
might expect.  

Among the questions addressed by our study, the 
depletion of small comets and whether this depletion is 
characteristic of the Kuiper Belt source seems most 
worth additional discussion. 

The Kuiper Belt size-number distribution allows us 
to exploit the observed number of Centaurs as a con-
straint on the number of ecliptic comets, provided that 
are free to interpolate the slope between 20 and 50 km.  
It is an imperfect solution because the source of the 
ecliptic comets—the "scattered disk"—is a dynamical 
subset of the Kuiper Belt as more generally defined, 

and because the size-number distribution of Kuiper Belt 
objects smaller than 50 km is currently at the edge of 
knowledge. Indeed, the authors of the deepest survey 
to date have suggested that the size-number distribu-
tion in the Kuiper Belt turns over for objects smaller 
than 50 km [2] (their best fitting curve is shown on Fig 
1). The slope of the deduced size-number distribution 
seems to be in conflict with that set by the Gany-
medean craters, but it is premature to draw any conclu-
sions as of yet—observational astronomy has a long 
history of underestimating what has not yet been seen.    

At the other end of the size spectrum, sub-kilometer 
comets are going missing at Jupiter. This parallels the 
depletion of small comets seen in the historical record 
of comet discovery in the inner solar system [3]. Mis s-
ing sub-km comets in the inner solar system could be 
explained by their absence in the Kuiper Belt, by disin-
tegration (true loss), or by extinction (becoming aster-
oids). Missing craters on Europa and Ganymede show 
that extinction is relatively unimportant. The existential 
question is harder to address.  Abundant small craters 
on Triton imply that at Neptune the comets may be a 
collisional population rich in small bodies, but it is un-
clear whether the craters on Triton are of heliocentric 
(i.e. intruders from outside the Neptune system) or 
planetocentric (internal to the Neptune system, perhaps 
generated by a moon's disruption) origin.  

There is an older view that the Kuiper Belt must 
have been collisionally evolved at its current location. 
The argument presumes that Pluto and Quaoar etc. 
were formed where they are now.  Given this presump-
tion, it can be shown that disk surface densities two or 
three orders of magnitude higher than they are now are 
needed to make worlds as big as Pluto and Quaoar in a 
reasonable amount of time [4]. Such a thick swarm of 
bodies inevitably generates a lot of debris.  If thereafter 
the Kuiper Belt evolved in a way that preserved the 
size-number distribution, small KBOs would now be 
abundant. If all the ifs are granted—if we accept forma-
tion of large bodies in place, no preferential loss of 
small bodies, and if the classical Kuiper Belt is the 
source of ecliptic comets—then the absence of small 
comets at Jupiter poses a problem. To solve this prob-
lem would then require that most small comets vanish 
before they reach Jupiter, and perhaps even before 
they reach Neptune. Near Jupiter one might ask 
whether CO2 or NH3 vaporization could be disruptive; 
at greater distances one might ask the same of CO, N2, 
or CH4. Comets are known to contain volatiles that can 
erupt beyond Saturn.  Chiron is known to have been 
active at 13 AU and P/Halley had an outburst at 14 AU. 
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A second possibility is that in the course of losing 
the greater part of its primordial mass the Kuiper Belt 
shed its smaller comets preferentially. How this might 
have happened is open to speculation, but the pres-
ence of gas would seem the most hopeful option. Per-
haps smaller fragments were carried off with the gas, or  
spiralled into the inner solar system because of gas 
drag, leaving only the larger bodies in place. Given that 
more than 99% of the big objects are also lost if Pluto 
formed in situ, a bit of mass fractionation is not unrea-
sonable. 

A third choice (not necessarily inconsistent with 
the second) is to suggest that the larger bodies in the 
Kuiper Belt formed nearer the Sun, in rough analogy to 
how Neptune and Uranus may have formed in the vi-
cinity of Jupiter and Saturn, only later to be scattered to 
greater distances [5,6]. Such a model directly accounts 
for the low mass of the Kuiper Belt and the rarity of 
Pluto-class objects [6]. Migration obviates the need for 
in situ collisional evolution in the Kuiper Belt, and so 
no large population of small comets need form at the 
Kuiper Belt's distance in the first place. The model is 
therefore agnostic with respect to small comets. We 
note that, in this model, whether a planetesimal joins 
the classical cold Kuiper Belt or the dynamically hot 
scattered disk becomes a matter of chance rather than a 
fate strongly tied to place of origin.  
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Figure caption. Data points refer to various esti-

mates of the impact rate at Jupiter, with the exception of 
the Centaurs, which scales from the impact rate at Sat-
urn [1]. Generous error bars are reminders that uncer-
tainties are large. The labeled intermittent curves give 
the slopes of the size-frequency distributions as ob-
tained from craters on Europa and Ganymede, and from 
the observed populations of Kuiper Belt objects (plot-
ted through the Centaurs). The curve labeled "Bern-
stein et al" [2] gives a different observational account 
of the Kuiper Belt size distribution. Also shown are 
current impact rates on Jupiter by Trojan asteroids and 
nearly isotropic comets (NICs; these include Halley-
type comets and Long Period comets).  The "Trojans" 
is a lower limit because it considers only dynamical loss 
from the L4 and L5 swarms; if collisional losses are im-
portant the impact rate at Jupiter is increased propor-
tionately. 
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Introduction:  On Earth, sea ice is rich in brine, 

salt, and gas inclusions that form through capturing of 
seawater during ice formation [1, 2]. Cooling of the ice 
over time leads to sequential freezing of captured sea-
water, precipitation of salts, exsolution of gases, and 
formation of brine channels and pockets. Distribution 
and composition of brines in sea ice depend on the rate 
of ice formation, vertical temperature gradient, and the 
age of the ice. With aging, the abundance of brine 
pockets decreases through downward migration. De-
spite low temperatures and elevated salinities, brines in 
sea ice provide a habitat for photosynthetic and 
chemosynthetic organisms [1-3]. 

On Europa, brine pockets and channels could exist 
in the icy shell that may be from a few km to a few 
tens of km thick [4,5] and is probably underlain by a 
water ocean [4,6]. If the icy shell is relatively thick, 
convection could develop, affecting the temperature 
pattern in the ice [7-9]. To predict the distribution and 
chemistry of brine pockets in the icy shell we have 
combined numerical models of the temperature distri-
bution within a convecting shell [8,9], a model for 
oceanic chemistry [10], and a model for freezing of 
Europan oceanic water [10]. Possible effects of brine 
and gas inclusions on ice rheology and tectonics are 
discussed. 

Modeling: Brine composition is modeled in the 
framework of temperature distributions within a con-
vective icy shell 20 km thick. The temperature field is 
calculated using the numerical finite element model 
Citcom [11] with a Newtonian rheology for ice I and 
neglecting the effects of tidal heating inside the shell. 
We use a Reyleigh number of 3.3 × 106, which is cal-
culated using a melting point viscosity at the base of 
the icy shell of 5 × 1013 Pa s, appropriate to the tem-
perature at the base of an icy shell of 272.85 K. The 
surface of the shell is held at a constant temperature of 
100 K, consistent with Galileo data [12] and earlier 
models [13], and the oceanic temperature is derived 
from our chemical model [10]. We neglect the effect 
of pressure on the temperature of freezing, which is 
only ~2o at the depth of 20 km at ~24 MPa. Note that 
results will change as a more accurate representation 
of the rheology of ice (i.e., non-Newtonian) is imple-
mented in the convection model. 

The calculated distribution of temperature is used 
to evaluate chemical composition of brine pockets with 
the FREZCHEM 5.2 program (written by Giles 
Marion), which uses the Pitzer model for activities of 

solutes and water activity [e.g., 14]. At each tempera-
ture and bulk composition of the Mg-Na-Ca-K-SO4-
Cl-H2O system, concentrations and activities of ions 
and water were calculated together with amounts of 
brines, precipitated salts, and ice. Slow convection 
rates obtained in the physical modeling (see next sec-
tion) make the equilibrium chemical model highly ap-
plicable.  

Results: Modeling with the Citcom code shows 
that the icy shell is slowly (~10-9 m s-1) convecting 
with the exception of the upper 3-7 km where T < 215 
K and a “stagnant lid” is formed. Below this “lid”, the 
shell is mixed in ~105 years, and the swiftly convecting 
interior is mixed in ~103 years. In central parts of con-
vecting cells, temperature variations are small and T > 
~260 K, as shown in Fig. 1. The eutectic temperature 
of 237 K for the chosen chemical system (see [10]) is 
shown by the red isothermal curve. In upwelling parts 
of convective cells, that eutectic temperature repre-
sents conditions of complete freezing. In downwel-
lings, it is the temperature at which brines form. The 
smallest depth of brine existence at 5.8 km corre-
sponds to upwelling. Salinities of brine pockets are in 
the range of 200-240 g/kg H2O in the central parts of 
convective cells (Fig. 2). Typically, the pockets con-
tain only 5-0.5 % of the initially captured water (Fig. 
3). Concentrations of ions increase as temperature de-
creases, as can be seen for Cl- in Fig. 4. However, the 
composition of brines is different from that of the oce-
anic water owing to precipitation or dissolution of 
salts. For example, brines in the upper part of convec-
tive cells have an elevated Cl-/SO4

2- ratio (Fig. 5). Ma-
jor salts precipitated from brines are hydrated sulfates 
of Ca, Na, and Mg, and chlorides of Na and K. 

Discussion:  Gas inclusions. Expelling of distilled 
gases from growing ice crystals and lowering water 
activity in brines with decreasing temperature can lead 
to resolution of gases (e.g., CO2) that were dissolved in 
oceanic water. In addition, precipitation of carbonates, 
which should occur close to the ocean-ice interface, 
can result in formation of CO2, which condenses closer 
to the surface where brines are completely frozen. 
Presence of gas inclusions decreases ice density and 
facilitates its buoyancy. 

Formation and redistribution of brine pockets. The 
distribution and amount of brine pockets in the icy 
shell should be affected by water capturing mecha-
nisms and downward migration of brine. Slow ice con-
vection and correspondingly sluggish formation of ice 
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at the base of the shell do not favor capturing of oce-
anic water. Even if captured in local high-velocity up-
wellings, water pockets can move down into the ocean, 
as observed in terrestrial sea ice. The temperature gra-
dient and density differences between ice and captured 
water could be the major factors influencing down-
ward migration. Disruptions of the icy shell through 
cracking followed by upwelling and freezing of oce-
anic water (i.e., diking) [15] could be a more effective 
mechanism of water capturing, at least near the base of 
the icy shell. Later, convection should disrupt the fro-
zen dikes leading to redistribution of brine, gas, and 
salt inclusions in lower parts of the shell.  

Tidal heating, if it occurs in the ice shell, could be 
localized in parts of the shell that are weaker due to 
higher content of brine and gas inclusions. However, 
the size and geometry of the weak zone, migration of 
brine pockets from surrounding ice in the temperature 
gradient and corresponding changes in ice density and 
in heat release must be taken into account. A coupled 
compositional-tidal-convective model is needed to best 
explore the links between the tidal forcing and the ob-
served surface features. 

Over time, large ice crystals might grow in the icy 
shell [16] causing brine, salt, and gas inclusions to be 
concentrated at grain boundaries. In the downwellings, 
melting should occur at the grain boundaries where 
impurities are concentrated. Redistribution of inclu-
sions to the boundaries of large crystals may affect the 
rheology of the shell and make non-Newtonian flows 
of ice more likely, especially in downwellings. 

Habitability of brine pockets. Neither low tempera-
ture nor high salinity forbids habitability of brine 
pockets. However, in contrast to Earth’s sea ice, pho-
tosynthetic life probably does not exist on Europa. It 
has been proposed that organisms on Europa could 
produce methane and acetate from dissolved CO2 and 
H2, and/or reduce sulfate by H2 and organic com-
pounds to get energy for metabolism [17,18]. To sur-
vive in brine pockets, captured oceanic organisms 
would have to adapt to low temperatures and high sa-
linities. Limited sources of chemical energy and nutri-
ents during a 105 year journey in convective cells also 
make survivability difficult. Radiolytically-produced 
oxidants would be harmful rather than useful for cap-
tured oceanic organisms that have developed in rela-
tively reduced conditions. If they were to survive in 
brine pockets, organisms would likely be in a dormant 
state, except perhaps in the lowest parts of the shell. 

Summary: Convection in a thick icy shell creates 
large zones with temperatures above ~240 K in which 
highly concentrated brines could exist. Brines can be 
present in the lower and middle parts of the ice shell, 
depending on the location in the convective pattern. 
Although the ocean would be a more habitable place 

than the ice shell, brine pockets could provide the only 
habitable niches close to Europa’s surface. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature (K) in the convective icy shell
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Fig. 2. Salinity of brine pockets (g/kg H2O) No brine pockets
 above this curve
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Fig. 3. Log fraction of liquid water left in captured
oceanic water
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Fig. 4. Chlorine content in brine pockets (mol/kg H2O) 
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